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Instructions to the Students: 

1. Attempt any Five Questions of the following. 

2. Illustrate your answers with neat sketches, diagrams, examples etc. wherever necessary. 

3. Necessary data is given in the respective questions. If such data is not given, it means that the 

knowledge of that part is a part of examination. 

4. If some part or parameter is noticed to be missing, you may appropriately assume it and should 

mention it clearly. 

Q.No.1 a) Define Machine Learning and explain its types in detail. 

(Marks) 

(08) 

b) Suppose your email program watches which emails you do or do not mark as spam, 
and based on that learns how to better filter spam. In this statement What is task T, 
performance P and Experience E? Choose options from below and justify your answer: 

(04) 
i) Watching you label emails as spam or not spam. 
ii) Classifying emails as spam or not 
iii) The number of emails correctly classified as spam/not spam 
iv) None of above—this is a machine learning problem 

	

Q.No.2 Write Short Note on any FOUR of Following: 	 (12) 

a) Instance based learning 
b) Feature reduction 
c) Feature Selection 
d) Collaborative filtering based recommendation 
e) Hypothesis Testing 

0 	Probability and Bayes Learning 

Q.No.3 a) Explain Following Terms: 	 (08) 

i) Linear Regression 
ii) Logistic Regression 

b) 	Let us say you're running a company, and you want to develop learning 

	

algorithms to address each of two problems. 	 (04) 
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Probleml: You have large inventory of identical items. You want to predict how many of these 

items will sell over the next 3 months. 

Problem2: You'd like software to examine individual customer accounts, and for each account 

decide if it has been hacked / compromised. 

Should you treat these as classification or as regression problems? Choose options from 

below and justify your answer. 

i) Treat both as classification problems. 

ii) Treat Problem 1 as a classification problem, Problem 2 as a regression Problem. 

iii) Treat Problem 1 as a regression problem, Problem 2 as a classification Problem. 

iv) Treat both as regression problems 

Q.No.4 a) Explain Support Vector Machine in detail. 
	 (06) 

b) Write Backpropagation algorithm with example. 
	 (06) 

Q.No.5 a) What is Perceptron ? How it is represent? State training rule for it. 	 (06) 

b) 	Of the following examples, which would you address using an Unsupervised 

Learning Algorithm? Choose multiple options if applicable and justify 

your answer. 	 (04) 

i) 	Given email labeled as spam /not spam, learn a spam filter 
Given a set of news articles found on the web, group them into set of articles about the 

same story 

iii) Given Database of customer data, automatically discover market segment and group 

customers into different market segments. 

iv) Given a dataset of patients diagnosed as either having diabetes or not, learn to classify 

new patients as having diabetes or not. 

c) 	Define Decision Tree. 	 (02) 

Q.No. 6 Attempt any TWO of following: 	 (12) 

a) What is VC dimension? Illustrate with Example. 

b) In hierarchical clustering, how can we have locally adaptive distances? What are the 

advantages and disadvantages of this? 

c) What is differentiable threshold unit for multilayer networks? 

END OF PAPER 
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